
Evil Baby Orphanage Frequently Asked Questions

Q: I don’t understand how toys work. When can you play them and what is the difference between good and 
bad toys?

A: You can play toys into your orphanage during your Activity step. Think of them like item cards, they will stay 
there until you choose to use them. Good toys may be discarded from your orphanage during your Supervise 
step to stop one Evil Baby from performing its unsupervised actions. Evil Babies supervised in this way will not 
take any unsupervised actions this turn. Bad toys may be discarded from your orphanage during your Activity 
step to make any Evil Baby in play (including one in another orphanage) take its unsupervised actions.

Q: If Caesar leaves my orphanage because Brutus entered it, can I use No to stop the movement?

A: No. Caesar may not be in an orphanage with Brutus, so he would simply leave again.

Q: When I play the Time Out card, do I stop all of a a baby’s unsupervised actions, or just one of them?

A: All of that baby’s unsupervised actions will be stopped.

Q: If I adopt a baby from another orphanage with the Play Penetentiary and someone plays a No card to 
stop the baby leaving, do I adopt another one?

A: No. You will be unable to adopt a baby that turn.

First Print Run Changes

There were some slight changes between the first and second print runs of the game, so they will be discussed 
here. The first print run of the game is in the more portable box, and it was distributed through Kickstarter and 
the DFTBA store.

1) The second print run of the game introduces a new option to play to 8 Mischief instead of 10. If you own the 
first print run, please feel free to introduce this option to your games if you would like to reduce the length.

2) The first print run included the cards “The Big Red Button” (one copy) and “Arts and Crafts” (two copies). If 
you have the first print run and would like the same play experience as those purchasing the game from stores 
now, you may simply remove these cards from your deck. Removing them will decrease play time. However, you 
have them as an additional option.

3) Guy Fawkes was clarified that if he causes all of the babies to be shuffled during a player’s supervise step, their 
supervise step will end after the babies are dealt.

4) D. B. Cooper was clarified that if he causes all of the toys in play to be discarded, it does not include time 
machines.

5) The wording on Time Out was changed to, “Play anytime an Evil Baby is about to take one or more 
Unsupervised Actions. That Evil Baby does not take any Unsupervised actions.” This plays the same way, 
however the wording is slightly more clear.


